SYSPRO ERP
The Possibilities are Infinite
Technology has become an enabler for
manufacturers operating in an increasingly
global economy, allowing them to redefine
the way their business works, optimizing
supply chains, reducing costs, and
increasing productivity and efficiency to
ultimately deliver better customer service.
SYSPRO is a continually-evolving, industryspecific ERP solution designed to simplify
complexity and add significant value to
manufacturers and distributors.
SYSPRO’s powerful new features, integrated
with the latest innovative technologies,
pave the way to digitalizing your business,
streamlining your supply chain and
providing greater control and visibility while
simplifying and personalizing the user
experience. What’s more, SYSPRO gives you
the flexibility to choose the deployment that
best suits your unique business needs –
and budget – and the ability to choose the
device that best meets the task at hand,
anywhere, at any time.

With Our Latest Release of
SYSPRO the Benefits to Your
Business are Infinite.
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INDUSTRY
BUILT

SYSPRO ERP is built to deliver industry-specific functionality
for manufacturers and distributors in key industries
including Automotive Parts and Accessories, Electronics,
Food and Beverage, Metal Fabrication, Industrial Machinery
and Equipment, Packaging and Plastics and Rubber.

With SYSPRO you can:
Choose the solutions that best apply to your
operational needs.
Remain compliant with a built-for-industry 			
framework that continually evolves.

CHOICE AND
FLEXIBILITY

SYSPRO excels in its ability to deliver an intuitive solution
built around your company’s unique needs, rather than a
one-size-fits-all solution that your business has to build
itself around.

With SYSPRO you can:
Choose the deployment that best suits your enterprise needs
– in the cloud, on-premise or both (hybrid).
Choose how you want to engage depending on your 		
role, operational need, remoteness of locality and preference:
Windows user interface

Optimize, control and streamline operations and 			
processes in your specialized environment with a 			
fully integrated solution.

		

Web interface (Avanti) for universal access on any device,
on any platform, from anywhere, at any time

Configure the software to suit your unique requirements.

		

Espresso mobile platform, with its touch-friendly 		
interface and offline capability

Adapt and scale up your solution as your business 			
grows and your needs change.
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ACTIONABLE
INSIGHTS

SYSPRO Actionable Insights improves business performance
and drives business behavior by providing business-critical
insights for quicker analysis, decision making and execution.

With SYSPRO you can:
Automate critical financial processes and gain increased
visibility into your financial health and overall business
performance using corporate performance management
tools.
Get immediate visibility by individual and department across
your entire operation with the flexibility to define operational
goals, targets and deadlines at an individual, role or
organizational level using SYSPRO’s Business Insights.
Empower individuals to meet goals, targets and deadlines,
collaborate with others, and perform to their full potential –
all while measuring their own KPIs and managing their own
work-to lists.
Visualize losses and effectively measure and improve
manufacturing performance with SYSPRO’s Manufacturing
Operations Management solution.

Select from the most practical and relevant emerging 		
technologies to gain a differentiated competitive advantage.
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ENABLE DIGITAL
BUSINESS

SYSPRO has adopted the most relevant emerging
technologies and made them available as pragmatic
solutions – ensuring that, with your current equipment and
factories, you can digitalize your business practically and at
your pace.

With SYSPRO you can:
Integrate business partners across your supply chain or to
other systems (on-premise or in the cloud) using SYSPRO’s
well-defined integration services and APIs.
Tap into the power of Artificial Intelligence and Machine 		
Learning to have rich insights, unidentified trends and 		
anomalies in your business brought to the forefront.
Assign your very own digital assistant, Ken the Bot, to 		
service customer and supplier queries quickly and accurately
on any platform, messaging app or chat space, 24/7.
Create more intelligent manufacturing processes by
collecting data from your machines and other shop floor
devices automatically using SYSPRO’s Manufacturing
Operations Management solution.
Facilitate enterprise-wide collaboration and seamless 		
communication using SYSPRO Harmony, a user-friendly social
media platform at the core of your SYSPRO ERP system.
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ENGAGING USER
EXPERIENCE

SYSPRO provides an ERP system that is conducive to the
creation of a productive and satisfying working environment,
encouraging personnel to adopt and engage with SYSPRO
through a platform that’s easy to use and empowers users in
their daily operations.

With SYSPRO you can:
Work where and when you want, on any device, on any
platform, from anywhere, at any time using the SYSPRO
Avanti web interface, which provides universal access to the
same familiar SYSPRO experience in a web browser.
Get instant and secure mobile access to key business
information even when working offline using SYSPRO
Espresso, which is specifically designed and optimized for
mobile devices.
Give users a familiar interface to connect, communicate
and conduct their daily business using SYSPRO Harmony, a
collaborative, user-friendly social platform that brings social
media into the core of ERP.
Remove the need to search for data by automatically
surfacing real-time insights, trends and relevant businesscritical information directly to users using SYSPRO Business
Insights.
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PERSONALIZE YOUR
WORKSPACE

SYSPRO ERP adapts to every individual within your
organization – providing them with the flexibility to
personalize their workspace without the need for
programming skills.

With SYSPRO you can:
Provide your workforce with the complete tools and
information needed to perform their role efficiently and
effectively using Role-based Workspaces in SYSPRO Avanti.
Eliminate the need for individual customization by enabling
users to design their own workspaces without requiring
external development.
Personalize, predefine and automatically promote KPIs and
and work-to lists to individuals, alerting them to take
immediate action.
Deploy Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 			
directly to the user interface to empower users with
recommended actions.
Effortlessly get to the information you need using predictive
search capabilities.
Easily create simplified, uncluttered and easy-to-read
dashboards and screens for targeted team or individual
action, using Webviews in SYSPRO.
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SCALABLE HIGHPERFORMANCE 		
TECHNOLOGY

SYSPRO uses proven technologies and platforms to deliver
greater scalability, higher availability with less downtime for
maintenance, security, and enterprise-strength data integrity
- all while offering excellent performance. SYSPRO ERP
provides the ability to scale to large deployments, handle
high-volume single server instances and accommodate
multinational organizations with hundreds of subsidiaries.

With SYSPRO you can:
Smoothly expand from a handful of users to hundreds or 		
even thousands, using the same core software.
Easily implement new functionality as your company’s
needs change.
Integrate other enterprise applications with SYSPRO
for better operational control and management reporting.
Extend beyond the enterprise to allow trusted
customers and suppliers the ability to link with your systems
for better order and delivery performance.
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SAFEGUARD YOUR 		
ERP INVESTMENT

SYSPRO delivers long-term business value, ensuring the
viability of your business infrastructure.

With SYSPRO you can:
Leverage the relevant innovations to ensure the ongoing
evolution of functionality and governance pertinent to your
specific business operations.
Benefit from our 40 years of manufacturing and distribution 		
experience and expertise.
Rely on proven technologies that are fully scalable.
Plan and implement the right technology in a predictable,
strategic manner that avoids costly errors.
Benefit from all the innovation that matters, and none 		
that doesn’t.
Leverage a global team of industry experts committed to
simplifying your success, speaking your language and futureproofing your business.
Depend on our proven implementation methodology
to maintain project controls and governance throughout
the Implementation process.
Access a number of services – ranging from self-help to
remote and onsite support – to make the most of your
SYSPRO investment.
Get local implementation and support through a strong
localized channel partner network.
Educate and upskill yourself and your team through easy
access to online and onsite training.
Implement internal controls according to your specific
business and governance requirements.
Adapt to meet current, new and emerging regulations
using a product that is ideally positioned to meet your
governance and compliance requirements.
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